Sixties Fashion

Miniskirts, jeans, flares, pantsuits and Asian clothing--the fashion revolution of the 1960s has
not yet ceased to reverberate, returning year after year to reinvent the discoveries of that
decade. It was in the 1960s that London took over Paris long-held crown as the trend-setting
capital, as Britains teen culture exploded amid the birth of rock music and the sexual
revolution, with pantsuits, denim, various types of Asian garb and the scandalous mini-skirt
becoming accordingly ubiquitous. This decade also saw a boom in European tourism, as
Germans gravitated en masse to Italy for the first time and beach and bathing wear became
more revealing and casual than ever before. All of these seismic shifts in the (literal) fabric of
everyday life were of course amplified by an increasingly powerful global media network,
leading to an attendant explosion in the practice and popularity of fashion photography and
illustration, and to the phenomenon of the it girl and the supermodel. This book traces the
couture revolution of the 1960s across 12 thematic sections, building its portrait of the decade
through the fashion photography of the eras virtuosos--among them Guy Bourdin, Hubs Floter,
F.C. Gundlach, Ursula Knipping, Helmut Newton, Rico Puhlmann, Regi Relang and Jeanloup
Sieff--and fashion illustrations by the likes of Antonio, Rene Gruau, Lilo Kittel, Trude Rein
and Walter E. Voigt.
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Everything's board Sixties Fashion on Pinterest. See more ideas about. Examples include
the mini skirt, culottes, go-go boots, and more experimental fashions, less often seen on the
street, such as box-shaped PVC dresses and other PVC clothes. Mary Quant popularised the
mini skirt, and Jackie Kennedy introduced the pillbox hat; both became extremely popular.
From the debut of the mini skirt to mod-inspired styles, the s were known for breaking fashion
traditions. With the influence of British. The early sixties were more reminiscent of the s â€”
conservative and restrained; Share your love for s Fashion: Styles, Trends, Pictures & History.
If buying into a certain prim look a la Dior was a big hit for s fashion, the sartorial rule book
was completely thrown out in swinging sixties. The second half of the Sixties begins quietly.
But the dynamic social changes sweeping the world would soon manifest themselves in
fashion. A new freedom in. Although there is a tendency to think of the Sixties as a whole
decade in terms of fashion it can, in fact, be viewed as two separate and quite distinct parts,
with. s Kids' Fashion Clothing including girls skirt and jacket suits, dresses boys sweaters and
flannel shirts, denim outfits etc.
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